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Time to amend pesticide ban

View more by Ted Chudleigh

The (Dalton) McGuinty pesticide ban has taken away the ability of people to safeguard 

themselves against noxious weeds and disease-carrying insects.

As a result, Ontario now has a more dangerous outdoor environment, a black market in pesticides 

and a trail of economic destruction with hundreds of small businesses destroyed and thousands of 

people out of work.

What has happened is the predictable effect of using junk science to justify a political decision.

Of course I am concerned with the overuse of pesticides and the potential effects they could have on our 

environment. Show me the science. Show me the evidence. I am also concerned about reports that deer ticks 

which carry Lyme disease are running wild, particularly in semi-rural areas just outside our cities.

I am concerned about noxious weeds, which in extreme cases can contribute to death and which force millions to 

medicate themselves or live with severe allergic effects.

That’s why I introduced Bill 88 to amend the ban on pesticides and allow licensed professionals to apply these 

products under strict conditions and in concentrations well within established safety limits.

These products are rigorously tested and monitored by Health Canada.

Surely the entirely unproven concerns of a few politically-connected fear-mongerers should be balanced against 

the strictly-tested, lengthy and scientifically-documented use of pesticides applied under controlled conditions to 

deal with human health problems caused by noxious plants and disease-carrying insects.

The current regime encourages people to purchase pesticides and apply them in strong concentrations.

Bill 88 requires professional application and has the added effect of strengthening an industry that has been 

devastated by the McGuinty Liberals’ arbitrary position on this issue.

It is only a matter of time before problems in rural and semi-rural areas come to an urban area near you.

I would also like to reduce the Big Brother effect of the current legislation. Golf courses are currently exempt but 

have to hold an annual meeting open to local residents to outline the use of pesticides. Despite the considerable 

expense of these meetings they are inevitably ignored by the public. These Big Bother government regulations add 

to the cost of doing business, simply for the optics it creates for government benefit. 

Surely providing a report on pesticide use to residents who request it should be more than sufficient for public 

information.

I’m hopeful that common sense supported by 21st century science will triumph in the end.
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Ted Chudleigh is the Conservative MPP representing the provincial riding of Halton.
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Ted Chudleigh deserves CONGRATULATION. And 
Jean Sergent is WRONG !

Sergent is part of a group known AS COTTAM GHOST-WRITERS, which is merely 
an ANONYMOUS CONDUIT for Anti-Pesticide Activists like Gideon Forman, Meg 
Sears, Jean Sergent, and Richard Clarkson. Cottam Ghost-Writers often give 
themselves a PLETHORA OF CONCOCTED TITLES, such as doctor, federal 
public servant, high-ranking civil servant, honorary observer, intelligence analyst, 
PhD, retired deputy chief of a military intelligence section, or retired scientist ? 
NONE OF WHICH ARE TRUE OR PERTINENT. NONE of the Cottam Ghost-
Writers has ANY recognized training, education, or credentials in matters 
concerning pest control products. Are we to believe that an assessment from an 

ANONYMOUS Ghost-Writer is somehow worth more than Health Canada ?!?! 
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2V6
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MPP Ted Chudleigh is grossly misinformed on this 
issue

Please refer to my comment on MPP Ted Chudleigh. I am very sorry that I was too 
hasty in sending this comment and as a result I misspelled Mr. Chudleigh's name.
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MPP Ted Chudley is grossly misinformed on this issue

Chudleigh says that the ban has taken away the ability of people to safeguard 
themselves against noxious weeds and disease carrying insects. Absolutely 
untrue! It is also untrue that Ontario now has a more dangerous outdoor 
environment. On the contrary, Ontario is a much safer place to live. Pesticides are 
harmful not because of overuse, but because they are highly toxic when applied 
even in small quantities. His bill was misguided and misdirected. No wonder it was 
defeated. He is completely mistaken about performance of Health Canada's Pest 
Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA). The PMRA has no labs of its own and is 
partially funded by the industry, whose studies the PMRA examines and approves. 
Inconvenient results of testing on rats may be withheld from the PMRA by the 

industry. The PMRA is very weak in examining epidemiological (human) studies. 
This agency's review of the omnipresent herbicide 2,4-D was grossly inadequate. It 
failed to take into account this herbicide's links to both breast and prostate cancers. 
Chudley is very, very poorly informed on this issue.
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Don't jump on the Pesticide Band Wagon just yet

This USA debate is already happening & the side pushing pesticides is losing -
poisoning our planet the living things on it even further is not the answer. Ticks and 
the numerous pathogens they carry are not new to Canada as our Gov't would 
have us blindly believe. To learn more about tiks, protection & prevention visit 
http://lymetickingtimebomb.blogspot.ca/p/tick-borne-diseases-survival-guide.html
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